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211 Pieces
1 wampam peg shells upon strings that. go for money
1 an cedar
1 Beads made of the. topps of a sort of nut σ
7 sorts of fruites σ
1 Tocan's beake σ
1 combe σ
1 Goods of Arando Indica σ
1 Beake of a bird from Surinam σ
1 Bottome of thread &c s σ
2 Pieces gum N. K. σ
1 Piece of black wax σ
1 Touch stone σ
1 Penis & Testicules of a crocodile σ
1 Cotton from Surinam
1 Sulphur Viruum σ
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Object Description

Title: Greatest Detective Cases

Subject: Detective and Mystery Stories -- Canadian -- Periodicals.

Description: v.: ill.; 27 cm. Volume 2, no.4. Includes: Desert Torture, by Lamont Johnson; The Missing Priests of the Arctic, by Philip Godsill; Fangs for Money, by Floyd McCracken; The Counterfeit Million, by George Pardy; The Giant White Slaver, by Jordan Frost; Vancouver's Police Wizard, by A.J. McKelvie; The Disputed $80,000 Will, by J.V. Jordan; The Hitch-Hiking Sex Strangler, by Elwood R. Forester; The Trail of Blood; The Strange Case of William Long, by Roy Giles; Crime Chronicle; The Timmins Dead-End Kids, by Richard T. Thompson.

Publisher: Toronto : Duchess Printing & Pub., 194-7-9

Date: May, 1942

Type: Periodical

Format: Published

Identifier: *

Language: English

Description

Title: 001Greatest Detective v.2 no.4 May 1942
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Hon. W. L. Mackenzie-King Visits the U

LIBERAL LEADER AND PARTY WERE MUCH IMPRESSED WITH SASKATCHEWAN'S PROGRESS

Dr. Murray and Board of Governors Formed Escort

Hallowe'en Parade Attracts Big Crowd

STUDENTS GIVEN FINE RECEPTION BY BUSINESS MEN.

Parade Orderly Throughout

SIR ARTHUR CURRIE VISITS UNIVERSITY-IN RESIDENCE
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